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Abstract 

There will most extremely transport exchanging action in the ordinary two's supplement portrayal of 

information, due to the sign expansions in the higher- request bit positions. Utilization of marked digit 

portrayals can limit this impact.  A negabinary portrayal lessens information transport changing movement 

to a degree practically identical to that is given by the better-known sign-size documentation. 
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1. Introduction 

The utilization of negative base for speaking to numbers in advanced frameworks, was recommended as ahead 

of schedule as 1957[1]. The benefits of utilizing negative-base number juggling were talked about broadly in 

[6]. Different papers managing this subject have been distributed in reacent years [1-13]. This paper is worried 

about the advancement of another kind of viper which is less difficult than those proposed by [4] and [12], and 

with the usage of the fundamental math tasks utilizing this snake. 

 

This paper presents another binary number calculation and design that utilizes the blended negative double 

framework, which applies a weighted- moved [19],[20],[21] expansion idea to perform deduction. Likewise, an 

equal exhibit augmentation plot is proposed dependent on the external item idea. In this way expansion, 

deduction, and increase can be acted in one stage without the requirement for sign digits, conveys or recoding 

for both positive and negative numbers. A two-phase cluster design for computerized complex augmentation 

can be accomplished by the mix of four preparing exhibits into one composite cluster. This paper presents 

another math calculation that utilizes the blended negative twofold framework, which applies a weighted-moved 

expansion idea to perform deduction. Likewise, an equal cluster increase conspire is proposed dependent on the 

external item idea. In this manner expansion, deduction and duplication can be acted in one stage without the 

requirement for sign digits, conveys or recoding for both positive and negative numbers. Two-phase exhibit 

engineering for computerized complex augmentation can be accomplished by the mix of four handling clusters 

into one composite cluster. 

2. Advantages of Nega binary System 

 

Negabinary number system has the advantage that it can be used for both positive and negative numbers. 

Arithmetic circuits like adders and subtracters [1], [2] A/D conversion and many complicated arithmetic 

operations like division and square rooting are design using negabinary number system Now a days negabinary 

number system is also use in digital optical computing [22],[23],[24]and in the designing low power circuits 

[18]. The algorithm developed for converting the binaty to negabinary has made the use of negabinary number 

system more popular. The negabinary number system is also very effective in binary serial operation. Another 

advantage of negabinary number system is it will the circuit is design using negabinary number system. 
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3. Nega Binary Adder andSubtractor 

 

Let m be represented by the bit pattern 

 

(m)2= (.. m6 m5 m4 m3 m2m1m0)-2 (1) 

 

and its value can be given as 

 

(m)-2 = . . + m6(-2)6 + m5(-2)5+ m4(-2)4 + m3(-2)3 + m2(-2)2 + m1(-2)1 + m0(-2)0   (2) 

 

Negabinary math shows a couple of ideal conditions over standard combined calculating in multi-operand 

extension, which makes it significant in explicit explanation applications as mechanized filtering. Negabinary 

may in like manner find application in execution of complex math reliant on the possibility of whimsical radix 

number systems. Regardless, it is settled in that, for an extensively helpful application, the math units for the 

negabinary numbers are more amazing than the equal structure. 

A fundamental model is the extension action. The matched development of two numbers needs only one pass 

on, while two passes on (one positive and the second negative to the accompanying basic position or the two 

passes on positive, everybody being sent to two dynamic positions) are basic in - 2 base. As of late, it has been 

exhibited that the negative development of two negabinary numbers requires only one pass on, and the method 

of reasoning capacities with regards to such a negative snake and the contrasting pass on look-ahead terms for 

brisk extension are no more staggering than combined development. 

The closeness between the two assignments gives two complementary techniques for exchanging adders of the 

two bases. These relations are also seemed to give four changed computations to number change beginning with 

one base then onto the following. 

Let M be an n-bit negabinary number represented as 

M    mn-1mn-2mn-3……….m2m1m0 (3) 

Its value can be given as                                 (4) 
 

Where 

Mk € (0,1) and 0 ≤ k≤ n-1 (5) 

 

For getting the summation of even and odd terms the even and odd bit position are separated. By adding 

subtracting a term iodd mi (2)k (Where m’k is complement of mk) and by reduction of terms leadsto 
(6) 

 

Defining 

m’’k = mk for k = even 

= m’k   for k=odd (7) 

and let 
Z= 

 
 

Substituting (7) and (8) into (6) gives                                                                    (8) 
 

M= (9) 

It might be noticed that M is a negabinary number and the two summation terms on the correct side of the 

condition (9) are basically numbers in 2 base. M progressively advantageous structure is acquired by speaking 
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to the summation term by [M*]2 and this gives 

M = [ M’’]2 

where 

(10a)  [M’’]2 = (10b) 

 

A reciprocal connection of equivalent significance can be gotten by using I odd mk(2)k mi(2)k as summation 

term for expansion and deduction to connection (l0b) and a comparable rearrangements is given as 

M = - [M**] 2 

with [M**]2 = (11a) (11b) 

 
m’’=  m’k for i =even 

=mk for i=odd (12) 

with [ ] representing the largest integer not greater than . 

 

4. Power Dissipation Consideration 

The issue of intensity scattering has joined the conventional VLSI requirements of throughput and region. In 

spite of the fact that this has been to a great extent propelled by the development of convenient and remote 

registering where preserving vitality is significant due to battery restrictions, power use is additionally an issue 

in non-compact applications in light of bundling costs, circuit dependability, and cooling contemplations. 

The primary wellspring of intensity scattering in very much structured CMOS circuits is the charging and 

releasing of hub capacitances. The force scattered by a CMOS Gate is given by 

Where is the normal exchanging recurrence, B is the physical capacitance, and is the voltage? Transport 

capacitance can be broad when going off-chip. In the data path, number-number-crunching modules are 

legitimately the focal wellspring of intensity scattering, yet on-chip interconnect capacitance is transforming 

into an Issue for significant submicron structures. 

 

Vitality utilization by bus can be limited by diminishing blends of the elements in Eq. (14). Diminished swing 

voltage methods can be applied to bring down V, and fragmented bus can bring down successful capacitance. 

In this paper, vitality sparing is endeavored by choosing number portrayals which diminish the exchanging 

movement comparing to the lines of the information transports. Transport encoding is a significant method for 

sparing force when going off-chip, and is deserving of assessment for profound submicron innovation and 

framework on-a-chip structures. 

 

5. The Design 
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Figure 1. Memory unit 

 

number 
-2 

bit 
0 

carry 
1 (subtraction.) 

-1 1 1 

0 0 0 

1 1 0 

2 0 -1 

3 1 -1 (addition.) 

 

Table.1. Arithmetic Operations 

While performing the arithmetic operations the above table should be referred for the exact calculation for 

the addition and subtraction. 

 

6. Simulation Results 

6.1 Adder 
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Figure.2.  Adder internal structure 

 
Figure.3.  Adder Simulation results 

 

 
Figure.4.   Subtract internal structure 
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Figure.5.   Subtract Simulation results 

7. Conclusion 

By comparing the above results with the normal two’s complement format and taking the heat dissipation in 

consideration, we can state that that the Negabinary system is fast and will dissipate the less heat. 
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